Press release

Frédéric Hannoyer appointed as SiPearl’s Chief Operating Officer
SiPearl, the designer of the microprocessor for European exascale1 supercomputer, is
announcing the appointment of Frédéric Hannoyer as Chief Operating Officer. This
electronics and semiconductor industry executive’s previous achievements include
setting up product and service activities and major programs at international and
European level. In addition to his extensive network, Frédéric Hannoyer brings to SiPearl
his proven track record heading up activities and execution for complex industrial and
technological projects, managing in-house teams as well as clients, suppliers and
partners.

Maisons-Laffitte, France, 2 July 2020 – Frédéric Hannoyer (48, Ecole Polytechnique Paris, Ecole des
Ponts Paris, Massachusetts Institute of Technology) has been appointed as SiPearl’s Chief Operating
Officer.
This executive, with extensive General Management experience in the electronics and semiconductor
industry and a strong international network in the industrial and technology sectors, joined SiPearl on
June 22nd. He will be in charge of the effective execution of SiPearl’s strategy especially through its
many technological and industrial partnerships successfully design and launch the first generation of
the first European microprocessor for high performance computing applications by 2022.
Frédéric Hannoyer has spent his career in France and the US in the electronics and semiconductor
industry (Eolane, STMicroelectronics, Sigma Designs), as well as engineering and software
applications (Tenfold, Honeywell Aerospace), building up strong knowledge of verticals and
application markets.
Before joining SiPearl, he was part of the executive committee of the French advanced electronic
manufacturer Eolane, and headed design and R&D services activities for the group and its dedicated
product division for the Internet of Things, notably leading the transformation of these activities in
connection with an LBO.
Previously, Frédéric Hannoyer spent 14 years in various strategic roles with the STMicroelectronics
group, notably on the cybersecurity, core network, multimedia and connectivity markets. In these
positions, he led the creation of new product business lines, the transformation of activities or their
transition to scale, while defining the right business models, putting in place the teams needed and
supporting them by building trust-based relationships with clients and suppliers, as well as strategic
partnerships. He has also developed strong relationships with European and international institutions
to set up major financial programmes.
Frédéric Hannoyer’s appointment will further strengthen the team of proven and international experts
chosen by Philippe Notton, SiPearl’s CEO and founder. Further high-level recruitments are underway.

About SiPearl
Created by Philippe Notton, SiPearl is the Franco-German company that is bringing to life the European
Processor Initiative (EPI) project, designing the high-performance, low-power microprocessor for the
European exascale1 supercomputer.
This new generation of microprocessors will enable Europe to set out its technological sovereignty on the
strategic markets for high performance computing, artificial intelligence and connected mobility.
SiPearl will develop and market its solutions through close collaboration with its 26 partners from the EPI scientific community, supercomputing centres and leading names from the IT, electronics and automotive
industries - which are its stakeholders and future clients.
SiPearl is supported by the European Union 2.
It is a member of the PlayFrance.Digital collective for Europe to lead the field for digital technology.
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1) 1 billion billion calculations per second.
2) This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under
specific grant agreement no.826647.

